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Overview 

The author of this book excels at giving business pitches. He has 
closed numerous deals worth millions of dollars. He spent years 
refining his technique (studying neuroscience and behavioral 
psychology) in order to give him every edge possible. His 
techniques focus on triggering the target’s ancient emotional
“croc brain”, rather than engaging their rational “neocortex”.
These techniques include (1) understanding which subconscious 
frames are being used in every interaction, and (2) triggering the 
appropriate responses to ensure you are the most dominant 
person in the room (the “alpha”). 

 

Chapter 1. The Method 

The idea of “framing” and “deframing” is a battle between
our subconsciouses, and always occurs when two people 
interact in a social or business setting. When making a 
business presentation, or “pitching”, the idea of
controlling the frame is of utmost important. Pitching, at 
its core, is about keeping the audience’s attention, as
people are easily distracted these days. It’s additionally
challenging because as the presenter, you have 
tremendous knowledge about the subject matter, and yet 
the target typically is naïve. This book describes the 
author’s theories about “neurofinance”: how he used 
concepts from neuroscience to become one of the world’s
best businessmen at pitching, typically closing deals worth 
millions of dollars. 

The brain evolved in 3 stages: our most primitive 
emotional reptile (or crocodile “croc” brain) evolved first. 
This was followed by the midbrain, and finally the 
neocortex, which contains our problem solving machinery. 
We parse ideas in that order, filtering it first through the 
croc brain (in charge of fight-or-flight) prior to rationally 
analyzing the idea. 

The croc brain assesses our immediate threat of survival. 
Once your presentation reaches your target’s neocortex, a 
significant part of their decision-making is already 

completed. If the information is complicated, your croc 
brain aims to radically summarize it. “Minor points of
differentiation don’t interest it.” It doesn’t care about details
– it wants straight, to the point, direct, and non-threatening 
information. More than anything, it doesn’t want to be
“bored, confused, or threatened.” 

The rest of this book delves into the STRONG method: Set 
the frame, Tell the story, Reveal the intrigue, Offer the 
prize, Nail the hook point, & Get the deal. 

Chapter 2. Frame Control  

Frame is how we interpret events. Every social encounter 
contains a “collision of frames”. We square off for 
dominance.  Everyone uses frame even if they are not 
aware of it. A simple example of a “power frame”: when a 
policeman pulls you over, you experience fear, anxiety, 
and obedience in your primal croc brain. No amount of 
rational argument will be sufficient to puncture the 
policeman’s power frame. There are several important 
frames for pitches: 

x Power frame: This is when powerful people clash in 
terms of ego and status. Behaviors such as deference, 
obedience, and battles for dominance fly around the 
room. The power frame establishes the alpha status. 
Business power rituals, time pressures, and appearing 
bored or disinterested are examples of a power frame 
being used against you. To counteract this frame, you 
want to disrupt it via “defiance and light humor”. For 
example, if they are doodling, jokingly take the pen 
from them. Such small acts of defiance disrupts their 
croc brain. You must make sure it’s playful and not
offensive, though – you’re not being rude, just
reminding them you are both playing a game 

x Prize frame: The mentality that you are the prize is 
important to maintain at all times. It is especially 
important when the big decision maker chooses to not 
show up to your meeting. In this situation, you must 
take the power back by waiting for him to arrive. You 
refuse to follow their agenda – your time is valuable, 


